Checklist FIT
FIT SOUND RENTAL
OBSTACLES
Are there any obstacles in reaching the ‘stage’? How close to the stage can a car come to unload?
Maximum distance to stage for unloading & loading is 10 meters. Rates applicable for settings on
ground level / ground floor.

SOUND SYSTEM AREA & ENGINEERING AREA
The Sound System requires a mínimum area of 1 x 1 meters and minimum 2 meters distance to
the microphone-position. The mixing position also requires a minimum of 1 x 1 meter. If this in
nót available please contact us so we can find a solution together. Important notice: Sound
System-surface must be hard finished (the equipment will not be set up on sand, mud, loose
rocks, etc.)
- Ceiling minimal height: 240cm

OPEN AIR PERFORMANCES
For open air performances/stages client needs to provide a secure – more than adequate –
weatherproof cover for all equipment and playground. That includes the soundsystem itself AND
the mixing/engineering spot. Specifically: insufficient or not-weatherproof stages, ceilings, tents
or covers will be reason not to setup.

ELECTRICITY
Is there a secure, decent and grounded power supply specifically for FIT alone (separate from
ány other use)?
FIT needs 1 x 16A (220V; 50Hz with earth connection) directly on the playing-surface or stage,
available from the moment of setup. If only 110V is available on a location the client needs to take
care of a secure and suitable transformer, to assure forenamed 220V power supply.

SETUP & SOUNDCHECK
FIT SOUND RENTAL generally takes around 15 to 25 minutes to setup a basic set (minimum 10
minutes). The playing-area or stage needs to be free, cleared and available at least 60 minutes
before setup-time. FIT provides sound (P.A. for up to 100-400 persons depending on the specific
job & setting) FIT will also take care of background music.
- Stage lighting, video-projection and many additional possibilities are optional.

SOUND RESTRICTIONS
Are there any specific demands or restrictions concerning the volume at the chosen location? If
yes: what are they? Specifically!

FIT: the only fulltime professional Sound rental company on Bonaire
www.fitsoundrental.com - fit@fitsoundrental.com - +599-782-7666

